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After months of debate, a committee which will make
final recommendations on University articulation for
college preparatory curriculum was appointed at yesterday's Academic Council meeting.
John Eriksen, acting provost, said the subcommittee
would create a resolution for articulation.
Eriksen said two issues need early resolutions before
final institutional response is made.
First. Council should decide whether the University
should limit recommendations to English and mathematics, Eriksen said.
Secondly, the possibility of expanding the recommended terms of conditional and unconditional admission should be discussed, he added.

Row after row. Dan Wilson's tractor cuts through the
dark earth, readying his fields for another season. He
and his father have 1600 acres of land to plow and plant.
Today is Earth Day, but for the Wilsons, 123 North
Summit St., caring for the land has been a way of life
every day.
"We like to farm or we wouldn't do it. It's part of your
blood." George Wilson, 56, said. "My goal and my dad's
goal has always been to leave the ground in better
shape than we found it."
Wilson said he does not work the land in the fall
because of problems with wind erosion. "Some guys do,
but we don t."
At 22, Dan, his son, feels the pride and sense of
responsibility of keeping the land a family farm.
'It is a lot of responsibility," Wilson said. "But the
biggest thing I had to realize is you got to take
responsibility for your actions, good or bad.
"Every now and again things get a little rough and I
wonder what else I might be doing," be said adding that
farming "isn't the easiest job as far as stress goes."
The Wilsons 'concern for the land reaches beyond the
fences of their farm. "Every farmer tends to watch out
for the other guy. We have a responsibility to the land to
do things right, but a lot of people do it opposite; angry
is the word, George Wilson said.
And Wilson said he hates to see the soil wasted. "It
bothers me (to see others) take good, productive soil
and make a K-Mart out of it."

AN ADVISORY commission appointed by the Board of
Regents and the State Board of Education has suggested
students accepted at universities on an unconditional
basis must have completed all requirements of college
preparatory curriculum.
Ericksen suggested three categories for high school
applicants as examples. Preferred admission, the first
category, would involve students who have good test
scores and grades, but have not completed all prescribed
courses. The second was admission, in which all prescribed courses have been completed. The last category
would be conditional, in which the student is weak, but
shows potential. This would include students who have
not completed prescribed courses.
The Boards of Trustees at Akron, Kent State and Ohio
State Universities have passed resolutions calling for
implementation of the articulaton report's recommendations. The trustees at Youngstown State University
approved implementation of a college preparatory program, and details of the plan are being developed.

Dan (left) and George Wilson
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Group examines
entrance criteria

EMen of the
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weather
Sunny today. High near
60. Clear tonight. Low
near 40.
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BC News photos/Ron Hagler
A bright spring day brings out tha tractor as tha Wilson family work* to plow tha family farm. F.thar Gaorga and son Dan plow 1600 acres aach spring.

A CONFERENCE of secondary school superintendents, principals and counselors in Bowling Green area
school districts will be scheduled before Council gives
final approval to the articulation recommendation, he
said.
"We need to hear from our secondary school constituents before we finalize our recommendation," Eriksen
said.
In other business, Dr. Paul Haas, director of the
University honors program, presented a proposed criteria for University and departmental honors.
According to the proposal, incoming freshmen must be
placed in or exempted from English 112 for acceptance
into the honors program. Also, they must have a minimum of 26 composite ACT or a 1,100 composite SAT
scores, a 3.5 high school grade point average, and two
letters of recommendation from teachers ana counselors.
Continuing and transfer students must have a 3.5 GPA
for 15 credit hours, or completion of two honors courses
with a B average.
FOR HONORS graduation, students must complete 20
semester hours with a B average, one of these courses
being an interdisciplinary seminar.
They must earn a minimum of a 3.2 GPA in honors
classes and a 3.5 GPA over all, and they must complete
an interdisciplinary honors thesis.
For acceptance into departmental honors programs,
students must be sophomores and should have a 3.5 GPA.
They must also have a 3.5 average in the department's
primary course sequence.
For graduation, students must earn a 3.5 GPA at the
University, and the same average in the major area of
study. They must complete six semester credit hours of
honors courses, conduct an independent research project
and complete an honors thesis.
They also must earn nine semester hours of departmental honors credit.
Approval of the criteria proposal was tabled until the
next meeting.

Israelis bomb Lebanon after eight-month truce
Residents return
Many residents of the Prout
living/learning center have decided to return for another year.
Details, page 4.
'

Head lights
HAGERSTOWN. Md. (AP) Harvey Scheetz is ready to become Neutron Man May 8. He*s
going to wear a 3-foot diameter
helmet festooned with 14 lightbulbs and a flag-decked silver
suit, stand In the middle of t
football field and throw <
switch, lighting the bulbs.
'The time has come. The mar
is going to do It," the 33-year-olo
Scheetz said Tuesday in a teleShone interview from his home.
cheetz said the helmet's wiring
will crackle with 120 volts.
"All the electricity will go to
the helmet and my head will be
inside of it." explained Scheetz.
Scheetz will throw the switch at
Catoctin High School dressed in a
silver
suit and a
fireproof
jacket trimmed with the American flag, a Maryland state flag
and red, white and blue stripes
down the sleeves.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Dozens of with thuds of exploding bombs and
Israeli jets thundered into Lebanon in wails of ambulance sirens and fire
waves yesterday, blasting guerrilla engines racing to put out blazes that
bases and downing two Syrian MiGs sent columns of black smoke billowin a fiery raid that shattered a nine- ing into the air.
month-old truce with the Palestine , The jets went in after an Israeli
Liberation Organization.
'soldier was killed by an anti-tank
First Lebanese government reports mine in southern Lebanon and as
said at least 20 people were killed and Undersecretary of State Walter Stoes40 wounded in two hours of bombing, sel was in Jerusalem trying to see
rocketing and strafing along a 50-mile that the last third of war-conquered
stretch from Beirut's southern edge to Sinai is returned to Egypt on schedule
the fishing towns of Damour and Sunday.
BOTH THE United States and the
Saadiyat and the port of Tyre.
Throughout the raid the jets United Nations, which helped mediate
dropped balloons to decoy heat-seek- the truce last July, urged restraint.
In Washington, State Department
ing missiles. Beirut reverberated

spokesman Dean Fischer said the
U.S. govemnment "calls upon all the
parties involved to exercise the utmost restraint and to avoid actions
which could prolong or escalate the
violence."
He said the United States "strongly
urges all concerned to respect scrupulously the spirit as well as the terms of
the cease-fire, which is of such importance to the stability and welfare of
the peoples of the entire region."
But Israel's military intelligence
chief, Mai. Gen. Yehoshua Saguy,
told reporters the raid followed nine
months of PLO truce violations
capped by the death of the Israeli

Resource preservation

University celebrates Earthday
by Kim Lamoream

Zoo, Green Peace and the Ohio DeToday is a day to celebrate the partment of Natural Resources.
earth.
There also will be opportunities to
National Earthday '82 is a cele- sign petitions for the election of PUCO
bration of sains made in past years to officials in Ohio, against nuclear
preserve the earth, Karen Scott, En- power and Ground Zero's petition
vironmental Interest Group represen- calling for a nuclear arms freeze,
tative, said.
Scott said.
An important part of the University BEGINNING at 7:30 p.m., there will
EIG's celebration of Earthday '82 is be a aeries of lectures in the Business
education of the campus community Administration building on environon issues including add rain, air and mental concerns.
water pollution, wildlife preservation
The first speaker, a Green Peace
and energy replacement.
representative, will discuss acid rain,
Starting at 10 am there will be Scott said.
displays on the Union Oval from orgaThere also will be a speaker from
nizations including the Ohio Environ- the Solar Opportunities League and
mental Protection Agency, the Toledo Cathy Kaufman from the Ohio Public

Interest Campaign will discuss Reaganomics ana the Right to Know, a
proposal for hazardous chemicals to
be labeled so that workers who handle
them will know their possible effects,
she said.
The celebration of Earthday began
as a nationally observed day on April
22,1970.
Millions of people across the country participated in rallies, teach-ins,
street fairs, festivals and demonstrations to begin a movement to change
our nation's attitudes and values concerning the importance of preserving
our natural environment, Mark Vanvolkenburg, EIG representative,
said.

soldier yesterday, and that its aim their muzzles pointed almost straight
was "to warn ... that we are not going up.
The Tel Aviv command said all its
to be restrained."
The PLO, in a statement issued in planes returned safely after downing
Beirut, vowed revenge against Israel, ' two Syrian MiG23s that scrambled to
claiming densely populated civilian engage them. The Syrian government
centers were struck under "false conceded two of its jets were hit, but
enemv pretexts to break the cease- also claimed an Israeli plane was hit.
PLO chief Yassir Arafat sent a
fire . . . The Palestinian revolution
knows how and when to retaliate."
telegram to U.N. Secretary General
AT ONE POINT, a half-dozen guer- Javier Perez de Cuellar protesting
rilla vehicles with two and four-bar- "this barbaric aggression by the Isreled anti-aircraft guns stopped on raeli air force against the Palestinian
the coastal road and opened fire with and Lebanese people."

First three months see
recession sinking lower
WASHINGTON (AP) - An already
painful recession worsened in the first
three months of this year, new government figures confirmed yesterday. And the Reagan administration
conceded the economy still may be
slipping.
Officials and private economists
say high interest rates, blamed by
many for the recession, are threatening a quick, strong recovery. And they
agree that rates won't fall unless
federal deficits are cut from projected levels of more than $100 billion.
Negotiations toward that end were
continuing between congressional
leaders and the administration.
Yesterday's Commerce Department report said U.S. economic activity - as measured by inflation-

adjusted gross national product declined at an annual rate of 3.9
percent in the first quarter. That
compares with the 4.5 percent decline
at an annual rate in the fourth quarter
of 1981 - a period of slowing sales and
rising worker layoffs.
Although the April-June quarter
isn't expected to be as bad, the administration, business groups and private
analysts indicated the economy wont
improve significantly unless interest
rates drop.
Despite his earlier statement that
the recession had "bottomed out,"
chief White House economist Murray
Weidenbaum told reporters yesterday
it might take an interest-rate decline
of about two percentage points to
achieve a second quarter that was
"flat or even a little on the plus side."
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Nuclear war makes extinction a reality
Approximately 10,000 years ago human beings discovered how to grow food and domesticate animals. As a
result of this great revolution we changed from nomadic
hunter-gathers to sedentary beings and the fabric of our
lives was altered profoundly and irrevocably. Political
and social institutions, which supported hunting and
gathering, gave way to those necessary for a more
permanent existence. City-states arose, armies and
organized warfare were invented, city-states gave way
to nation-states, metallurgy, writing, mathematics, architecture all arose out of the leisure and security
provided by a surplus of food. In short, many of our most
familiar and fundamental institutions originated as a
result of the agricultural revolution.

Focus
by Dr. David S. Newman
A few hundred years ago we entered a second period of
great upheavel, caused by the scientific revolution. It
more or less began with Galileo's construction of a
telescope and his discovery of the scientific method. It
reached its apex when Einstein uncovered a fundamental secret of the universe, namely that energy and matter
are interconvertable, and it is still in progress as we
uncover the secrets of life's processes.
DURING THIS revolution, we invented, among other
things, calculus, thermodynamics, quantum mechanics,
relativity theory, chemistry, the transistor,and perhaps
most significantly, nuclear weapons. Not long after
Einstein s discovery, Otto Hahn split the uranium atom,
Lise Meitner figured out the implications of what he had
done and, almost immediatlev, nearly 200 physicists
knew that a fission bomb would soon follow, because the
fission process would produce the tremendous heat
necessary to initiate fusion.
Because the scientific revolution is still in progress, we
don't know all of its consequences, but one consequence
we can state emphatically is that the invention of nuclear
weapons seriously threatens the existence of the human
race. We can also say with assurance that the waging of
war by nuclear powers is no longer an effective means
for settling disputes and protecting vital national interests. In fact, there is no way of protecting vital national
interests in the nuclear age.
To show why this is so, I have to describe what would
happen to the planet during a nuclear war. The evidence
III use comes from direct observation of nuclear explosions at Alamgodrdo, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Bikini atoll,
etc., and applications of well-known physical principles
to potential nuclear explosions. These allow us to make
fairly accurate estimates of the consequences of a
nuclear war even though we've never had one.
IN 1980 I was in Hiroshima and visited the site over
which the first nuclear weapon to be used on human
beings was detonated. I stood at ground zero, visited
Cce park, the centopshere and the peace museum. I
l saw actual film taken by the Japanese government
of the devastation. The camera began rolling 3 days after
the bomb hit and continued until our occupation forces
made the Japanese stop filming because it was an
embarrassment to us.
On August 6,1945, at 8:16 a.m., a tiny 12.5 kiloton fission
bomb, which is but a tactical weapon in today's aresenal.
was denoted 1,900 feet above the central section of
Hiroshima, a city of 340,000. In a few seconds, about
100,000 people were incinerated or crushed to death while
some 50,000 people died of all sorts of other injuries particularly radiation damage - shortly thereafter.
About 50,000 more people continued to die from injuries
for many months to come. Altogether, about 200,000
people were killed by this relatively tiny atomic bomb.
The temperature at ground zero was about 7,500 degrees
Celsius. It's hard to imagine what this sort of temperature is like, but it's hot enough to atomize everything in
its vicinity. In addition to the tremendous amount of heat
(remember we're converting matter into energy), there

is a shock wave of great pressure and radioactive
elements are added to the atmosphere. Five miles from
ground zero, bamboo trees were badly charred.
EXTRAPOLATING from this event, one 20 magaton
hydrogen bomb, if exploded above the Empire State
Building in New York, would kill around 20 million
people, or approximately one-tenth the population of the
U.S. The Russians are estimated to have more than 100 of
these weapons and we may have a similar number.
Unfortunately, a 20 megaton H-bomb does not simply do
1600 times the damage of a 12.5 kiloton atomic bomb. New
and strange things happen. For example, there is a
powerful electromagnetic field eminating from the blast
such that, if the bomb were dropped not over New York,
but over Nebraska or Kansas, virtually every electrical
device in the U.S. that happened to be turned on would
fail and industry would come to a screeching halt. To put
it another way, a 20 magaton nuclear weapon is so
powerful that if it were detonated in Nebraska, it would
Be felt every where in the U.S. in some way.
Extrapolating further to an all out 10,000 magaton
nuclear war (10,000 megatons is about 12.5 percent the
world's present-day nuclear arsenal), virtually everyone
in the earth's northern hemisphere would be killed, but
small pockets of survivors would persist in the southern
hemisphere. Needless to say, civilization would end, and
in all likelihood (but not certainty), we would eventually
become extinct because the ecosystem would be severiy
damaged. The stratospheric ozone layer that protects us
from ultraviolet radiation would be reduced by as much
as 70 percent in the northern hemisphere and 40 percent
in the southern hemisphere. Surviving humans could not
veenture out into open spaces because they would be
burned and eventually die of skin cancer. In short, the
planet would be uninhibitable for humans. I do not even
mention the so-called limited nuclear war because I
consider limiting a nuclear war so improbable as to be
virtually an impossibility.

LET US NOW contemplate our own extinction; not
death, but extinction. There is a definite difference
between the two. Individual deaths occur all the time.
Most of us don't think about our own death all that much
or that often, because it's depressing and because we
recognize it as a necessary part of life. Our molecules
mix with the ecosystem and we allow the next generation
to have its chance.
Extinction is different. It ends the species and by
sodoing prevents the thousands of generations that would
have been born from being born. Not only does extinction
cause death, but it prevents birth and prevents the
species from having the chance to possibly construct a
political system capable of solving its problems withdut
goin§ to war. Moreover, since it cannot possibly be in our
best interests to become extinct unless we're insane,'we
arrive at the categorical imperative of the nuclear age:
"Act in such a way that extinction is prevented."
With this in mind, let us look at our policy of preventing
nuclear war by preparing for it - mutual assured
destruction, or MAD. This policy is not a physical
deterrent to nuclear war - it is a mental deterrent. If.the
Russians suddenly went berserk and launched a.5,000
magaton war, we could do nothing to stop it. The result of
this massive first strike would be the annihilation of the
United States. Our nuclear submarines, bombers flying
about and a few missiles in silos (our triad for defense)
would remain, and the ecosystem of the rest of planet
would probably survive this tremendous insult. What
would our response be? If our survivors launch our 5,000
magatons, which the Russians cannot prevent them from
doing, we would of course, destroy the Soviet Union, but
along with it we would extinguish the human species. We
would thus violate the categorical imperative and, since
our nation no longer existed, it couldn't possibly be in our
national interest to do so. The same dilema would
confront the Soviet Union if we launched a first strike.
Eventually, this dilema would confront any nuclear
power which had a large enough nuclear arsenal to

threaten extinction. What it all comes down to is this.
We're locked into an absurd and completely illogical
svstem because two of the major institutions, war and
the nation-state, that developed as a result of the agricultural revolution have become obsolete because of the
scientific revolution. That's what revolutions do - they
turn things around, mix things up and change forever
what used to be. We can't go home again, as it were,
because we can never unlearn E=mc2 or the scientific
method.
HOW CAN WE resolve conflicts without fighting wars?
First we agree, as several of our elder statesmen have
suggested, to no first-use of nuclear weapons and sign a
treaty to this effect. Obviously, a piece of paper doesn't
mean very much, but it's a good first step. Second, we
should institute a freeze of all nuclear weapons. This is
also largely symbolic because we already have many
more weapons than we need in order to make extinction a
reality. Third, we disassemble all nuclear weapons. This
is a tremendous step toward survival and is far more
than symbolic -accidental annihilation is no longer a
serious threat. Fourth, we agree to a concept such as the
1961 "Joint Statement of Agreed Principles for Disarmament Negotiations," known as the McCloy-Zorin
statement, which was negotiated during the Kennedy
administration. According to this statement, we eventually eliminate all national military establishments and
strengthen the United Nations as a means for peacefully
resolving conflicts. This Agreement follows logically
from what I've said earlier. If we maintain military
establishments and rely on war to protect vital national
interests, there's nothing to prevent us from reconstructing the nuclear weapons we've taken apart and once
more threaten extinction. Moreover, maintaining large

defense establishments uses up a tremendous amount of
scarce resources which should be used to solve other
problems; problems, which, if not solved, will themselves either lead to war, or to an end to civilization via a
different route: starvation, pollution, overpopulation,
etc. To repeat, the path the world must eventually follow
is to completely disarm, except for a token militia to
keep order under unusual circumstances.
If we have no armies, how do we protect our national
interests? The answer to this question is not clear or
obvious. It may not be possible to protect national
interests without armies and it also may not be possible
to have nation-states without armies or war. What we
must do, and I emphasize the word must, is devise a new
Silitical system based on some unit other than one whose
tegrity is maintained by war. This may take a thousand
years or so, but if it isn't done, sooner or later the vital
interest of one nation-state will be so threatened by that
of another nation-state that it will resassemble it's
nuclear weapons, and threaten the world all over again.
Is it possible to have a world without war and nationstates? I answer with a cautious yes. Political institutions are not genetic. At no time has any scientists found
a portion of our DNA coded for war, nation-state, or vital
national interests. These are all concepts that originated
out of the agricultural revolution, so there is no compelling reason for thinking we can't develop a different set
of political institutions during the scientific revolution. In
fact, we can .say with some certainty that if we don't,
we'll join the dinosaur and the dodo in extinction.
Dr. David S. Newman is a professor of physical
chemistry at the Universitv.
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WHAT DAY IS TODAY?

"EARTH DAY"

Come celebrate "HAPPY EARTH DAY"
at the Union Otfal from 1 ():()() - 5:00 p.m.
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Pizza Inn has a great special offer for you. Just buy a large
Coca-Cola® and get a fun Ziggy collectors' glass. Both for only 79C.
Take a Ziggy glass home with you today. We offer a different glass
every week, so collect all four!
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Buy one pizza, get the 1I
next smaller size FREE. I
Buy any Original Thin Crust or Sicilian

I Topper pizza and get the next smaller same I
suite pizza with equal number of toppings,
FREE Present this coupon with guest
■ .
check Not valid with any other offer.
I1

Expiration: 5-6-82 BG
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1616 E. WOOSTER STREET

352-4657
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REC YOUR SIB ON FANTASY ISLAND
t

At the Student Rec Center

Friday. April 23
Time: 7:00-1 l:OOpm
Entry fee for siblings is 50* or $1.00
for entire week-end pass.
Entertainment by the Square Dance Club,
jugglers, mimes, and clowns
are all part of the evening's activities.

For pizza out, it's Pizza Inn.

Refreshments available
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Senior donations
improve University

Ms. Bronze recalls experience
by Linda Perez
senior staff reporter

BG News photo/Liz Kelly
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the age-old message she tried to
convey to the audience - a person
must accept that life will not always develop the way one hopes it
would.
"It was at the last minute that I
picked this song. Originally I
wanted to sing a song done by a
woman but none that I heard
seemed to move me," Green explained. "So at the last minute,
panicking, I felt I better pick a song
where I could reach all the notes. I
had been listening to the radio
when 'Touch and Go' came on."
Green said she first entered the
Kgeant a year ago to challenge
rself. A track runner and
cheerleader in high school, as well
as a member of Who's Who Among
American High School Students for
two years, she said she never
dreamt of, let alone entered, a
pageant.
'"During practice beforehand I
wanted to quit," Green recalled."Everybody, you know, those
Boole who set the stage up and all
if, had their favorites and I
wasn't one.
"As far as competition was concerned, everyone was very friendly
but you could tell they all wanted to
win."

Referring to friends serenading
her in elevators and hallways to the
silver crown sitting on her
bookshelf, University junior Leslie
Green says she is overwhelmed
with all the attention she has been
receiving since she won the Ms.
Bronze pageant Sunday.
"I don't think anyone has called
me Leslie yet," Green, a fashion
merchandisingT major, joked yesterday."But I m still the same old
me and I don't expect to change.
After I went to the frat house (Phi
Beta Sigma, the fraternity that
sponsored the pageant) for the
reception, the brothers told me
they would still be treating me the
same old mean way."
But her father, like the stereotypical parent jubilant over his
daughter's accomplishment, plans
to call in news of Green's victory to
the town newspaper and area magi azines, she said. Radio station
WDAO in Dayton, her hometown,
already has dedicated April 18, the
day Green won the title, to her.
Green admitted she has had to
pinch herself several times during
the past two days to make sure she
wasn't dreaming, that it really was
her picture in Tuesday's issue of
the News.
"I didn't expect to be a finalist,"
she said."I think the reason I was
chosen one was because of the song
I sang and why."
THE SONG WAS the Stanley
Clarke-George Duke composition
"Touch and Go," with a few minor
revisions by Green to complement

Through donations collected
from senior classes in the past
decade, the University has funded
such projects as University-based
student scholarships and loans, the
upgrading of the Career Planning
ana Placement Center, the purchase of equipment for the Performing Arts Center and the
Student Recreation Center, as well
as the construction of the Carillon
bell tower.
Dan Grafner. associate director
of development, said these projects
were completed with fund gifts
from various senior classes
through the Senior Challenge Program.
To explain the program, an information packet will be sent to
each member of the Class of '82
within the next week.
Students who pledge to the University will not receive a (payment) notice until one year from
this coming August, Grafner said.
After students receive a pledge
notice, they will have 12 monthsto
make a payment and three years to
pay the entire pledge, he said.

sense of competition that surfaced
between the nine contestants was
inevitable because of the emphasis
on talent, she said.
"Talent comes within yourself,"
Green said."You have to feel what
you're singing or performing
about, and I did feel what I was
singing about. The audience and
judges could tell this. Yet all of the
other girls were sincere in what
they were doing, which was why
everyone was good."
She recalled the encouragement
she received from contestant Lisa
Mack, named Miss Congeniality at
the pageant Sunday.

BUT WHAT appealed to Green
most was the pageant's emphasis
Zn a woman's abilities rather
l her physique. As she wryly
commented, she would never have
run for Ms. Bronze if she had to
parade around in no clothes.
And as Green admitted, there
were some talented young women
who entered the pageant. The keen

"I TOLD HER before the performance that she was a real inspiration to me, and she started crying,"
Green said. "She just stood there
crying and I couldn't get her to
stop. In the end I told her I would
take back all I said just to get her to
stop crying. But after the pageant
she told me she prayed to God that
I would win. That really meant a
lot to me."
Green said she does not know
whether she will enter any other
pageants, although she said her
experience of running for the Ms.
Bronze title will enable her to fulfill
a lifelong goal: modeling her own
clothing designs. Green intends to
become a buyer and retailer for the
International Clothing Market, she
said.
"But I got this distinct feeling
that I got across a message to a lot
of people that night," she said.
"That makes the whole thing
worthwhile."

DONATIONS from the Class of
'82 partially will be used to fund a
Library endowment. Grafner said
the endowment will improve the
University Library by providing
money for new books, periodicals
and renovation of the Library
study areas.
Students who pledge also may
request part of their donations be
given to an academic department
or University program of their
choice, Grafner said.
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HALL
PICTURES-PORTRAITS
CALL MART, 8-11 pjw.
371-1264

ted g. boehm

ATTENTION MARKETING STUDENTS

Appearing In Concert

AND OTHERS INTERESTED IN TAKING
MARKETING COURSES DURING

THE KLEZMORIM

SUMMER SCHOOL, 1982

as

JAZZ

CORRECTION
MKT 340, Section 3599, Personal Selling
will be offered 1st session, 10:00-12:00,
Monday-Thursday (Dr. Mandell)
A second section of MKT 300, Section 5397,
Principles of Marketing, will be offered,
'2nd session, 10:00-12:00, Monday-Thursday
(Dr. Mandell)

LADIES' DAY

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 1982
8:00 p.m.
SIDE DOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
FREE ADMISSION
Sponsored by

[SALE 'TODAY' DOORS OPEN AT 10 A.M.|

HAPPY HOURS for LADIES 11AM-CLOSE

INGj

PLUS
ITS A

ATHLETIC FOOTWEA1

fiffi

TWO DOG NIGHT!

LIQUIDATION

9 PM -MID.
2 HOT DOGS for 95'
WOOSTER @ STATE STREET 353-8735

INVENTORY OF 3 SPORTING GOODS STORES MUST BE SOLD!
mmMmMmmammMmammjRmamtRWRRjmjRja^
«*e ARC jufi * FW»<* THE tarn a**K»<* imKM^m'n^rmMTmaOLO^XSS^mnm.iiMfi'

adidas^ U)i£aon MI35T5 {QCOIIVERSE

3 FREE POP

m

with the purchase of any targe plzia
with one of more Items
fiSK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING

SVALO.NQ

BOAST

/^~^-*- SPALDING- WILSON
/ mr \ PUMA-NIKE
K

W i

Free Delivery

NOW 99<-

NOW QQt AND
ONLY
UP

t

IZOD SPORT SOCKS SI 49 rx

FREE POP
with the purchase of any medium pizza
with one or more Items
RSK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING

1 lo's

pt&r
352-5166

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES JUNC 15. 1982
OPEN 4 p.m.

COUPON:

OOI

N0W

VALUES FROM 24 00-105 00 \

4 0.99ANO"

/NOW 14 99 AND
ONLY
UPI

ONLY '*■_ i
12 NAME BRAND MANY ACTURERS7"

There's a better way
to get there this weekend.
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations.
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room
for carry- on bags.
So next trip, go with the ride you can rery on. Go Greyhound.

B,SHO€S

FROM THE MAKERS Of NKtf* &£* °° »

HEAVYWEIGHT
SWEATPANTS
ASST COLORS
REO

IOOONOWS.W
NIKE
wo* 7 99

YEATPANTS

W

WARM-UPS

SHOES

MUST

TENNIS RACQUETS /
VALUES FROM S10.0O-S80.0O g
NOW Q QO AN0 ,'*\
ONLY »•»» UPI /
1
WILSON'DONNA Y'
V-X
SPALDING'SLAZENOER

FAMOUS NAME BRAND

TENNIS* RACQUETBALL'BASKETBAU"
JOGOING-SOFTBAI.L-aOCCCH'ETC

PAIRS Of VALUES FROM SI 8.0O-JM.00

"Do me a favor. Next lime I ask for a tide ...say NO! "

pumn

RVALUESFROMSI 95 12 50p/

fttg
■'.S 00 WOO
lenrt 4 pa* cuMcne" rx> dswrs.

OVER
2,000

A,W,=

TUBE SOCKS

ijy^ T-SHIRTS

ONE COUPON PtR PIZZA
EXPIRES JUNE 15.19S7
OPEN 4 p.m.
COUPON e

352-5166

Cultural Events Committee of BGSU

Of I Ul« HEAVYWEIGHT
HOODED
I SWEATSHIRTS
MM-fUHA-OEOMQC
REG 22 00

NOW

.

10

g9

MENSA LADIES SIZES

jRACQUETBALLI
RACQUETS/

.ATHLETIC
TJ SHORTS

■b| 1400*500

ONLY

UP

WILSON RACOUCTSALLS

COLORS 1 STYLES

1 DAY ONLY CASH ONLY

1 FREE POP
wlth'the purchase of any small pizza
or I arge sub
ASK FOR IT WHEN ORDERING

Friday

Bowling Qreen (Men's Gym)
Cleveland

Lv
Ar

3:45p
7:00p

Sunday

Cleveland
Bowling Green (Men's Gym)

Lv
Ar

5:00p
8:1 Op

•or convenient dally service and complete Information call 353-5982.
Scfudiiw opfio tvy Mariond notff dunng hofcfryi. wm w—* and wmnni W» Pnow
s lo cflang* Somt MMM nquto nMxvauont

Free Delivery
*

352-5166

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES AS POSTED
OPEN 4 p.m.

COUPON =

ilnhaiHSl

THURSDAY APRIL 22nd 10a.m.-7p.m.
HOLIDAY INN ST. RT. 641550 E. WOOSTERACROSS FROM CAMPUS

SAVE40%-60%RiffrFALi
i DAY ONLY ummr

'e And leave the arivng to us.

DONT MI?
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Volunteers in Progress search for more funds
by Becky Bracht
icnlor staff reporter
Although this week ia National Volunteer's Week, the campus chapter of
Volunteers in Progress is conducting
business as usual.
Janis Reisig, chairman of the campus organization, said they are not
doing anything special this week, but
waiting until the end of the quarter,
when they will have a picnic.
"Last year we had a banquet, but
we're short of money," she said.
Volunteers in Progress receives no
national funding. If gets its money
from the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations, she said.
"WE'RE TRYING to find places we
can write for grants, but we're not too
optimistic," she said, adding that
budget cuts are hurting everyone.
"The funding we use is split up into
programs. It's used for the running of
the programs and the office," she
said.
According to Reisig, the major expenditure of the group is transportation of the volunteers.

"We help with transportation. Anyone who drives is reimbursed. We
want them to volunteer their time, not
anything else. College students don't
have much money anyway," she said.
VTP's operating budget is 13,790.
Reisig said it asked ACGFA for a {300
increase for next year's budget. The
reason for the increase is the addition
of a new program, she said.

said. Every other week the volunteers
will meet with the boys, while the
other weeks will be reserved for
group activities, Reisig said.
The program is similar to the CamBus Sisters program already in operaon, she said.
The children are not necessarily
problem children or from broken
homes.

"WE CAME IN with a deficit this
year and we've really had to budget
and cut back to make it," she saidV'If
our budget is cut more, the (VIP)
board will ,have to decide what its
priorities are.
"We'll do a lot more things that
don't involve money," she said. "It
will mainly affect transportation and
I think we d lose a lot or volunteers if
we didn't have that"
The new program to be added next
year is Campus Brothers. The program is in an experimental stage this
quarter and if it succeeds It will
continue next year, Reisig said.
The program will pair 20 area boys
with 20 University volunteers, she

"ITS JUST FOR them to have a bis
brother or sister they can look up to,
she said. "The kids get real excited
about coming on campus and being in
dorms."
They are given the opportunity to
use the Student Recreation Center or
the Ice Arena, to which they ordinarillv would not have access, she said.
The Adopta-Grandparent program
is the largest volunteer program on
campus, Reisig said. In it, students
meet with a person in a nursing home
or a home for the elderly on a weekly
basis.
"Older people like to have people to
talk to." she said.
§
BECAUSE THE unfamiliar en\j£'

ronment of the nursing home can be
uncomfortable at first, the coordinator of this program, Jim Wiandt, tries
to guide the volunteers through the
experience, he said.
'I show a series of short films
dealing with how younger people can
mistreat older people without meaning to." Wiandt said.
Students also are given a tour of the
facilities so they can see what to
expect, he said.
His program has been successful,
he said, because no one has dropped
out because they saw something they
did not expect.
VOLUNTEERS AND prospective
grandparents fill out questionnaires
with their interests and dislikes so
they can be matched, he said.
Wiandt became active with the
campus volunteers because he had
been active in high school, he said. He
is a Junior majoring in pre-med and
was a volunteer in his hometown
hospital.
"I enjoy working with older people
and I decided it would be a good place

to get experience," he said. "It's a time, Reisig said. This way, they can
real high for me to help people who see what it is like and what they will
really need It."
be expected to do.
Through the Sunshine program, vol"Joyce has to constantly keep in
unteers visit the Sunshine Children's touch with the volunteers to keep
Home in Maumee, a home for the them coming back," she said. "The
severely mentally retarded.
initial turnover is large after the first
"They go once or twice a week and visit."
always go as a group," Reisig said.
This mainly is because people are
"This way they can plan activities not used to the environment and have
and do things together."
to adjust, she said.
These volunteers participate in acALTHOUGH CAR POOLING is
tivities such as acting out stories and stressed because of expense, another
helping the children with exercises to advantage is being able to talk about
develop their muscles, she said.
your experiences with other people
went through the same thing, she
THERE ALSO ARE people at the 'who
said.
home able to take care of themselves
well enough that they live in apartAnother program the group is inment-style housing, she said.
volved in is Special Projects, which is
"The volunteers take them out of done in conjunction with the Wood
the home to help them get used to the County Voluntary Action's Center
outside world, she said. "Winter Board. Reisig is on the board and
quarter they brought these kids to the offers campus volunteers wherever
Rec Center and the Ice Arena."
they are needed, she said.
Joyce Kotcherowski. Sunshine proVolunteers are recruited through an
gam coordinator, takes the volunsrs on a tour through the home organizational meeting held at the
before they actually start giving their beginning of the year, she said.

Prout program proves popular with residents; many will return
who participated in the exKronenta! Prout Program
s year have re-applied
One hundred and sixty- for residence next year,
five of the 266 residents Hall Director Toni Goodby Carolyn Balder
reporter

•University Village Apartments:
■University Court Apartments :

word about the Prout Proman said.
These students have gram got around.
Barbara Keller, last
squatters' rights, she said,
and the remaining spaces year's director, initiated
will be given to a few of the the program because she
more than 200 students thought it would be interwho also applied for resi- esting for the students,
dence in the co-educational Goodman said.
residence hall.
THE PROUT PROGoodman said the large GRAM incorporates the
amount of applications promotion of excellence in
was received because the academics and partici-

1520 Ctough St - Rental Office
Phone 352-0164

5

Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
'82-83 school year. Gas heat and cooking paid.
(Residents pay electric only.) Central air conditioning, close to campus, stores and movie
theaters.
Three and four person rates still
available. CALL NOW!

cause this year's experience was "excellent".
Everyone is considerate
ot one another, she said,
and it is no problem to ask
someone to turn down his
or her stereo. She said the
males on first floor are like
big brothers.
Goodman said most of
the females would like
more males in the hall.

pation in extracurricular
activities through four programs including education, recreation, social and
faculty-involvement
The hall has sponsored
workshops in time and
stress management as
part of the educational program and Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice provost
of plannine pnd budgeting.

THERE WILL BE two
floors of males next year
as was originally planned.
This year there were more
than enough male applicants for one floor but not
enough for two, Goodman
said.
A coed residence hall is

spoke to residents about
the semester conversion at
a faculty-involvement program, she said.
Susan Cooper, a freshman dietetics major, said
she signed up to live in
Prout again because she
feels "attached" and be-

B.G.S.U. Speech TEAM

Good Luck
AT NATIONALS

s

important, she said, because it helps to foster
community. She also said
she finds fewer damages in
a coed hall because the
students are less rowdy
and there is more peer
Sressure. She said students
a not want to look like
jerks to members of the
opposite sex.

the average, 40 to SO people
attend. Although there are
some students who do not
get involved, there is no
apathy problem in Prout
Hall, she said.

The programs are run by
the students. Four committees work on plans and
present them before the
council for voting. Also,
Rusty Ward, a freshman four students are elected
political science major, by the residents as presisaid he likes living in the dent, vice president, secrecoed residence hall be- tary and treasurer.
cause the compact size
Goodman said she would
gives him a chance to know like to see more structure
almost everyone.
in the hall programs next
Sear and students to begin
There generally is a big
leir program plans when
turnout for half council, they get back in the fall
Goodman said, when on instead of waiting.

Nominations open for Moore service awards
Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napotoon Rd, BowNng QrMn
Phorm: 352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES. 1M2
fumiehed or untarnished
Hour. Mon Fn 9-12 4 1-5

1 Bdrm Unfum $250 2 bdrn*: Unfurnished, $205
Furnished; $270
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays Utilities Landlord Pays Gee Heat
1 Bdrm
Resident Ptys BacMc Lights
Furnished; $225
Efficiencies:
Landlord Pays Gee Heat Unfumiahad; $200
Resident Pays Elec
Furnished: $225
Ujhts
Landlord Pays Al UnWee
• Laundry faculties avaisble • Gas heat
• Summing pool • Party room
• Game room • Sauna
M R«*»»n«» *• Granted Th» Pnvteg. Ol A MwitMraNp
To Ttw amr,moo* 11—I Sp»

Students and faculty
members are encouraged
to nominate persons for the
Hollis A. Moore University
Service Award, Everett
Gallagher, Undergraduate
Student Government academic affairs coordinator,
said yesterday.
Deadline for turning in

GRADUATE
STUDENT
SENATE
HAPPY HOURS

\

at

^o^ufioiiSvuyC.
April 23 4-6 p.m. Sponsored by the
GSS Programming Committee

K>0 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

|

Petitions for
USG PRESIDENT,
VICE PRESIDENT and
REPRESENTATIVES
AT LARGE are due

VDENT FILM FESTIVAL
Films due May 7th and
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED

Rules and Further Details
Available in UAO Office

* DEADLINE TO ENTER TODAY *
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

WEEKEND PANT SPECIAL
We're overstocked!!

service to trie University,
he said.
"It's a way we're recognizing Dr. Moore by presenting an award to
individuals who have given
tremendous service to
Bowling Green," Gallagher said.

members will choose the
people.
"We send out a data type
sheet to everyone nominated," Gallagher said.
"This way we can get a
better reflection on the
service this person has
given to the University."

Although USG is in
charge of organizing the
award, it does not pick the
recipients, he said. A committee of two facultv members, three students (two
undergraduates and one
graduate) and two staff

After three finalists are
chosen in each category,
the committee will meet
with them and make their
decisions.
The awards will be presented at the student government banquet May 17.

Come in for your

FREE
MAKEOVER

FRI. APRIL 23

! Information and Petitions are
AVAILABLE in 405 Student Services!
USG ELECTIONS MAY 4 A 5

Spring ii o wonderful tint
todlKovtrhowbMi/trful
youconrtattyba.

fTIERLE

Do You Have The Potential
To Be A Future Emmy Winner?
Enter

nomination forms, which
can be cut from recent
editions of The BG News, is
5 p.m. today, he said.
The award, established
last year in memory of
Moore, is presented to a
faculty member, a classified staff member and 9
student, for giving extra

&™&*0*&-^*0*^-0*&*0*&*0*,
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This Weekend Treat Your Sib and Yourself
to
Mime

MARTY POLLIO
professional fool"

Thurs: 2 Great Shows 8 PM & 9:30 PM
$1 in the Side Door

SHOE STORE

as an extra treat...

SIBS MAGIC NIGHT

S*^ Come share the fun with magicians
jugglers and Alley the Clown!
Friday and Saturday
$.50'person 7:00 pm Side Door

For three days
THURS-FRI-SAT

ALL PANTS
30% off
(Cheenos included)
itock up now for summeifj

THE POWDER PUFF
525 Ridge ST.

:-y.

II

■:-:■:■

All Week-All Night
Friday Happy Hours Hot Dogs 50'

I

iiil

YWimWttmm* UnHk« shoes, you can't buy
ff mm IB^RK ln«* new feet when they wear out.
That's why NIKE makes shoes for individuals. Shoes
for the road, the trails and models for both. For feet that
are flat or arched, rigid or flexible Whether you chum out
125 miles a week or run a good ten.
So tie one on. And avoid a run-in
with your feet.

145 N. MAIN, DOWNTOWN
B.G. 9:00 - 5:30 MON-SAT;
FRI. EVE Till 9 A.M.

Jf
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Men's club rugby ready for MAC showdown
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

a MAC title since a string of eight straight
titles was broken in 1976, the Redskins
have won the crown the past two seasons.
Bowling Green's men's club rugby I jst vear MU slipoed past BG, 8-4, in the
team can relate to comedian Rodney finals and the 'Skins have won the lasi
Dangerfield when he contorts his face, three meetings between the two teams by
loosens his tie, and says, "I don't get no a total of Just five points.
respect."
"The difference between us and them
Rugby, especially on the collegiate the last couple of years could be balanced
level, is a sport that constantly strives for on a razor," said Mazzarella, who has
recognition in the United States.
been associated with BG rugby for 14
But once again last weekend, at the years.
poorly organized Mid-American ConferIronically, the MAC does not actually
ence rugby championships in Athens, sponser a rugby championship, but severugby took a step backwards. A shortage ral of the conference schools have rugby
of qualified referees eventually brought as a popular club sport and that spawned
the tournament to a standstill - just as the the MAC championship tourney 10 years
Falcon ruggers were preparing to jostle ago. Before that, the MAC schools played
with rival Miami for the MAC title.
a regular season schedule and crowned a
"That was one of the poorest (orga- champion that way.
nized tournaments) I've ever seen," BG
SINCE ITS foundation, the MAC tourfirst-year head coach Bill Cotton said. ney championship has become a coveted
"That's the problem with some schools title by the MAC schools that compete in
that don't have older, more experienced rugby. Ball State, Central Michigan, Kent
advisors like (BG's) Roger Mazzarella. State, BG, MU and OU all participated in
At OU, it was basically lust a group of last weekend's tournament.
students trying to do their best at organizBG's "A" team reeled off wins against
ing a tournament. They shouldn't be CMU (1M), Ball State (7-0) andOU (1M)
blamed totally, because they really didn't in Athens to reach the finals. The Falcon
know what they were doing."
"A" squad now sports a 9-0 spring record,
NONETHELESS, just as BG was after going 14-1 in the fall.
primed for the championship game with
Tries by Mike McKeon and Kevin Volk
Miami, the tourney came to a halt. The and a penalty kick and two conversions by
two teams will meet instead at a neutral Mike Harrington paved the way for BG's
site in Columbus, at S p.m. today, to win over CMU.
decide the MAC champion.
BG's win over Ball State did not come
While the Falcon rueeers have not won as easily. Bruce Heinemann intercepted a

long line-out - roughly the equivilant of
intercepting a long bomb in football - and
raced the length of the field for the
game's only try. Harrington later added a
penalty kick to close out the scoring.
"That was like playing a game against
a bunch of weightlifters, Mazzarella
said. "But they called that long line-out
and after Heinemann intercepted, nobody
even touched him. I think they were in
shock.
"WE TRY to sit there during the game
and figure out (the other team s) signals.
When they called that long line-out,
though, we picked it up and their man
missed it."
Against OU, Harrington drilled three
penalty kic'a while Tod Kennev blocked a
Stint and carried the ball into the end zone
Dr that game's only try. Unfortunately
for both BG and MU, who were ready to
go at it in the finals, that was the day's
final game.
Part of the problem last weekend was a
result of the Big Ten rugby championsips
that were held on the same days in
Columbus, according to Cotton.
"There are a limited number of qualified referees in the state," he added.
"They can get spread pretty thin sometimes and that causes problems."
Thus Cotton, Mazzarella, and Miami's
advisor were put in what Cotton called
"the unenviable position of officiating
several games," last weekend or the
tournament wouldn't even have gotten off
the ground.

"What rugby is lacking most probably
is experienced administrators. Cotton
said. "There just is not that hard-core
Snip of dedicated, experienced administers."
DEDICATION AND experience are
two things that are not missing in BG's
rugby club. Cotton, who came to the
University this year to teach accounting,
Is a native of New Zealand and has been
involved in rugby for 35 of his 42 years.
Mazzarella and veteran Mike Harrington, who help Cotton run the team, form
one "hard-core" group that Cotton speaks
of. But Cotton insists that competent
administrators are needed on a much
larger scale.
Mazzarella, on the other hand, said he
is happy just to have someone of Cotton's
coaching ability associated with BG's
program. Before teaching in New Zealand and Canada for the last two and onehalf years, Cotton spent two and one-half
years teaching ana coaching at Miami.
Cotton has been coaching oft and on for
over 20 years.
"It really helps to have him on the
sideline," Mazzarella said. "We used to
just play straight rugby. Now we run'
plays like a football team."
Beyond winning the MAC title today in
Columbus, Cotton and Mazzarella both
said that the team's biggest goal this
season is to reach rugby's national Final
Four. The first step to making it there is
winning the Midwest Universities Cup
tournament to be held here on May 1.

The longball!
Until yesterday's doubleheader at Steller Field
with Detroit, the home run
had been practically nonexistent in the Bowling
Green offensive arsenal as
the Falcons had tagged
only nine round-trippers in
their first 23 games.
Until yesterday, that is.
On the strength of six
home runs and a doubledip total of 25 team hits.
BG made a clean sweep of
the visiting Titans in uncommon fashion, by scores
of 84 and 12-11.
It had been U games
since BG had plated eight
runs In one contest, dati
back to their spring br
trip to Florida. For BG
coach Don Purvis, yesterday's offensive output was
welcome entertainment.
"We finally knocked the
ball around a little bit,"
Purvis said with a halfsigh and a half-smile. "We
had hit pretty well in Florida, but I think that the
long layoff, because all of
that snow (in the first week
of April), might have set us
back a little bit.
"The longball was a definite factor today. The
wind was blowing out to
right field, but most of

STEP INTO
SPRING
SPORTS.

spelled victory for the Falcons. Senior pitcher Scott
Allen went the first six
innings to up his record to
2-0.
THE NIGHTCAP began
the same way the opener
did, with a two-run homer
to give BG another early 20 lead. This time it was
freshman Larry Arndt
doing the honors. But five
runs in the top of the next
frame and a grand slam
home run in the fourth
inning gave DU seemingly
commanding 9-3 lead.
BG cut the Titan lead to
9-5 with a two-run fifth,
which set the stage for the
Falcons' biggest offensive
outbreak 01 the day - a
seven-run sixth inning. After a Mark Hall walk, Best
lined a RBI double over the
centerfielder's head and
then rode home on
Zielinski's second homer of
the day.
Morgan scored the tying
run on a wild Ditch, an RBI
single by Greg Engler
gave BG the lead, and a
two-run double by pinchhitter Dave Lough provided the Falcons with
what proved to be the
game-winning runs. John
Maroli, although giving up
a two-run homer in the last

|

| You Can Receive One FREE
uj Voter Registration card all
this week

At the: UNION OVAL
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. M - F
(rain: Univ. Hall)
Pick up a form and become
A registered Voter of Wood County
NO COUPON NECESSARY
m
Sponsored by:
USG
3
Students for Political Awareness m
Young Republicans
3
COCO
■

1

CLOSE TO CAMPUS j
Need to make some $$??

•FRAZEE AVENUE APTS j

Set up a Table at
the

■818,624,656,670 FRAZEE AVE.<

Rummage
SALE

FIELD MANOR APT. j
524-560 FRAZEE AVE.

RIDGE MANOR APTS. j

Saturday, April 24 in
the Courtyard between
Prout and Hayes

519 RIDGE ST.
:MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER

Open to all BGSU Studetns
and Student organizations.
Sign up at the UAO office for a table by TODAY! !
$5.00 per table

352-0717
>QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ0QQQQQQQQQQQQg1

0A!£
GAME CENTER
SUN. 8 GAMES FOR $1
MON. LADIES NIGHT
Ladies get 4 free games
TUES. LUNCH TIME SPECIAL
Show your Business Card
Get 2 Free Games
WED. COLLEGE ID NIGHT
Show your college ID.
Get 2 Free Games
ANYTIME Bring in your FINDER's
receipt or your movie ticket stub from ClaZel
and get 2 FREE games of your CHOICE.

FIX YOUR
OWN CAR

LOCATED NEXT TO FINDER'S
ON MAIN ST.

1032 S. MAPLE ST.
AT Green Mfg. Inc.
Open 10am 'Till 11pm 7 Days a Week
LOW RATES r-rwi™ THI^TD"""
Hour

Includes:
Most Small
!! Tools

FALCON
HOUSE

SPECIAL
PRICES
ON

SPRING
SPORTS
AWARDS
&
TROPHIES
WHILE lUPPLMt
LABT

BUCKEYE
TROPHY
CO.
fork way Plaza
Shopping Ctntti

MAUMEE, OHIO

893-8256,

MOTOWN
AT
UPTOWN

SPECIAL GET
ACQUAINTED OFFER

20% DISCOUNT

l. WOOSTER

IS BACK!!!

| Village Green Apartments

352-3610

LEASING FOR FALL 1982

M-F 10-5:30
SAT 10-5

J

GREENBRIAR APTS.
215E.POERd.

SENIOR

EH. turn. 9'/imo. $155.00
EH. unfurn.
$145.00

CHALLENGE
'82

ONE BEDROOM FURN.

To
Come

FREE

U-DO-IT GARAGE

♦ALSO*
BATA EAGLE
BATA
TURFRIDER
PUMA
GAMECAT

Years

1

LEASING FOR FALL 1982 \

r-""

Now ■ The Place every do-it-yourself Auto
Mechanic has been looking for. A dry.
Heated, fully equipped garage for your
convenience.

Boys 2 - 6
MEN 61/*-12

Celebrate
The Past
Years By
Making
Improvements
for

inning, pitched 3 2/3 innings of good ball to pick
UD nis first win •
'Down 9-3 at one point
(in the second game), we
could have given up," Purvis pointed out. But we
hung in there and caught
them. I'm glad to see us
break loose like that."
When asked if he
thought that his team had
that home run power in
them, Purvis replied, "I
think the truth lies somewhere in between. I knew
that we were better than
we showed in Ohio University last weekend, but I
don't think we will hit that
many home runs in every
game we play. At any rate,
this will give us momentum when we play Miami
this weekend.
The Falcons, 13-11-1,
will face the Redskins in
two crucial Mid-American
Conference doubleheaders, tomorrow and Saturday, at Steller Field. BG is
0-3 in MAC eastern division
play, while MU is 2-2.

PH 354-1624

""4

1

those balls were very well
hit anyway. We had also
been missing a couple of
people who were back in
the line-up today."
ONE OF those people
was freshman outfielder
Matt Best, who cracked
the first two home runs of
his collegiate career in the
first game, the latter of
which turned out to be the
game-winner for BG.
It was also a day of firsts
for Falcon senior co-captain Bob Zielinski, who
also smashed the first two
homers of his BG career en
route to a fine five-foreight offensive outing.
It was Zielinski who
staked BG to an early 2-0
lead in the first game with
the first of his two homers.
But that lead had diminished to a 4-2 Titan advantage by the middle of the
fifth inning.
Then, it was Best who
started a big four-run rally
in that frame with a solo
homer. Another home run,
this time a three-run shot
by Rick Morgan, gave BG
its other three runs and a 64 lead.
The Titans tied it at 6-6
in the top of the next inning, but it was a one-out,
two-run blast by Best that

:;

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

REE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

Longball sparks Falcon nine in sweep
by Kermlt Rowe
sports reporter

HALL RENTAL
Hall available for Welding Receptions, Parties,
Anniversaries, Baquets, Reunions, etc.
Rental includes: Decorations, Tablecloths, Table Skirting, Bar Room, Facilities, and all clean-up.
Catering service also available.
For Detals Call:
B4W HALL Wayne. OH 43466
Route Ml PH. 218-2072

One person
two person

9V4mo. $245.00
$265.00

ONE BEDROOM UN FURN.
One person 9'/»mo. $235.00
two person
$250.00

ALL UTILITIES PAID
Yearly rates available
at lower prices.
MAURER - GREEN RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER ST.
•352-0717
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ALSO "BEST OF THE SIXTIES"
Beatles, Stones, Lovin' Spoonful,
Monkees, Doors

era
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MONDAY NIGHT
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Bedroom
B«0room
10' i lit"

feA
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<Si»«

(480 Lehman Ave.
Bowling Green, Ohio
4
352-6167
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APRIL 26TH

Living Room
tr* tr

Specious Apartments • Pool • Relngerator • Range
QMMwha
• Disposal • Wan Unit A* Conditioning • Zone Heating
Wall to
Wal Carpeting • Large Closet • Laundry Facines

I

($350. per month - 9Vfe month lease*
Call to view
f

Pendleton Mgt. Co. j
853 Napoleon Road
Suite #5

I

352-6167 352-6985 352-2276

f

NO COWER
SUMMER i DRIFT NIGHT
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Budget cuts force BG coaches to face facts
Editor's note: Thta b the lecMd of a
twt-part leriei on how BG coaches
and piayert who were directly affected by last quarter's budget cats
are copfag with their new situation.
Today, it u the coaches'tarn to speak

American Conference school to drop
wrestling, while Western Michigan is
pending on its descision. The wrestling program has been here 35 years.
It is easy to understand Riesen's
wonderment at the University's decision. There were only four full scholarships set aside for a squad of 33
grapplers. That is a small amount of
money if one considers that the tuition
generated by the other 29 wrestlers is
around $90,000 annually.

by Tom Hliek
sports reporter

Sitting on the desk of Pete Riesen,
Bowling Green's former wrestling
"WE DID everything in our power
coach, is a large photo of this year's
squad. He points to the team mem- to hold the program here. They kept
bers and proudly tells of their accom- me and they kept the grants-uvaid.
plishments. But as far as Riesen is Only one-fourth of my salary is paid
concerned, wrestling is a dead issue by the atletic department, Riesen
said. "The only money they are savat this university.
Reisen has resigned himself to ac- ing is from traveling costs and the
cept the fact that the University has a expense of home meets."
None of these problems seemed
valid reason to drop wrestling as a
varsity sport, because of the state's evident when BG assistant athletic
director Carole Huston accompanied
budget crunch.
the the team to Notre Dame for a
"Tenure has a lot to do with the meet. Several wrestlers said Huston
decision. This was only my fifth sea- assured them the program was safe.
son as wrestling coach and I'm low
"I didn't make that trip with the
man on the totem pole, whereas Mel team, but quite a few of them (team
Brodt and Don Purvis (BG's cross members) mentioned it to me," Riecountry and baseball coaches), are sen said. "It's her word against
established," Riesen said.
theirs.
Ball State was the only other Mid"I'm really disappointed, when you

work at something like this and it is
discontinued. Things are going to get
worse before they get better.'
Ohio is one of the nation's most
ardent wrestling states, second only
to California in number of participants. Riesen pointed out that 60-75 of
his former wrestlers are now active in
the coaching ranks.
"I feel that as a university, we
should provide a public service. We
turn out a lot of coaches, but now very
few students will be willing to go into
coaching," Riesen said. "A lot of kids
come to the University for both wrestling and sports; now we've cut them
out.
RIESEN EXPRESSED optimism
that the wrestling program would be
revived when financial matters improve. But he showed no interest in
continuing on a club basis.
"I wouldn't even consider it. The
wrestlers wouldn't be obligated to
attend practices and I'm just too
organized and disciplined for that,"
Riesen said.' "The decision is up to the
University. I don't want any part of
it."
Coaching is not entirely out of Riesen's life. He is now defensive line
coach for the football team. But he
THE QAY UNION "CHOICE" wil
meet tonight at 7 30 pm at St
Thomas More University Parish The
guest speaker ** be trom Pro To
tedo
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A PANEL DISCUSSION ON REGISTRATION ANO THE DRAFT wii be
held today at 4 30 o m m the Ma-n
Lounge ol Prout He* as part ot
EARTH DAY IS HERE! Come check N
out <o the Union Oval today I'om
iO00 am unW 5 00 p m Come
help us be a part ot our celebration
Sponsored by the the Enworwnental
interest Group

>oooooooooooop

MILLER'S
s
L
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• New • Clsed •
rebuilt models
at the right
prices.

• Hi performance bikes

• sales • service
2319 DETROIT AVE
near RIVER ROAD (Maumee)
Hours

Monthru Fri _.T
9 AM-6 PM bA'

Women s Health Weekend Apm
23
Friday
-"00-8 OOpm-Book
Browsing & iniormaton Tables 8 00
pm-Pat-eni & Patriarch There >s a
Feminist Alternative Barbara Ann Car
usoThe vision ol a hoestic health
care that accepts the lemmisi cr«i
lenge to make the personal poM-cai

footing Zero Weeft.

_
°

Q
y

Howard s Club H

•

PRESENTS....

hasn't forgotten wrestling; he was
looking forward to next season after a
good recruiting year.
"Wrestling is a unique sport." Riesen said. "Where else can a 118, 126,
or 134-pound boy gain a varsity letter."
Indoor track didn't evade the hands
of the budget cutters either. But Pat
Brett and Tom Wright, BG's women's
and men's coaches, said that they
remain somewhat optimistic about
getting the indoor programs reinstated.
"We'll just put a different emphasis
on the program," Brett said. f'If we
can keep offering the chance to go the
indoor nationals we will be all right.
We can live with the budget cuts and
still maintain an excellent program."

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND—Male tiger Kitty *. vonity ot
OMennauer Towers b 7 mos okJ
very aWectlonaSa Ph 354- ■ i€b
Found Umbreaa * phone booth <r
University Hal April 20 Slop o« BG
New* office and descnoe ; 06 Un.
vefsrty Hal
LOST Double pearl ring with 'm.iahon
diamonds Lost " MSC led.es bath
room Great sentimental value RE
WARD1 Judy Blough 372 4169
LOST Glasses black frames
«n batck case Please caM
John 372 4736
LOST Seiko watch with black band n
women s kxker room Rec Center
April 19 II touno please call 3i2

april 22, 23 & 24:

LOST softbail miti alter 5 15 game
Wed Apr.1 14 on Md -10 RE'
WARD Please cai 352 3- 6I 1 m
lost without my mitt Rewaro

MOW Margaritas

•

TUES' Kamikaze)*

i

noCover* n*»**»«»

Sat at Uptown Bar—Lost navy blue
wndureaker I k?ft w wrong coat For
your coat or 10 give me back nvne
Cai Ed 354 1884 Was a bwtnoay
present lost on a birthday binge
THANKS'

a>

STUDENTCOURT
is now accepting
applications tor tne
1982-83 staff.
Applications are
available in the Student
Court Office, 405
Student Services Building
Applications must be
Turned in by May 7,1982.

■ JOHN Q STUGfMT

417 IB 7»7f »J».»

... SPECIALS AT THE BAR ALL
EVENING .. SPECIALS-SPECIALS
SPECIALS-SPECIALS

Let's
Celebrate
Spring!
Look For

The BG News
"Fu/i

In The
Sun"
Tabloid
Thursday
April 29

APPLICATIONS
Are now being accepted for
EDITOR
of the summer

BG NEWS
Available in 106 University Hall
Deadline: May 7, 5:00 p.m.

BRING IN YOUR \
COLLEGE I.D. |
AND GET IN FREE!"
•

F RMTE WANTED FOR SUMMER s
NEXT YEAR FURN APT AC 1
BLK FROM CAMPUS St00 MO
PLUS UTIL CALL 352 5658

ABORTIONS
1-24 wee* termination
Appointments Mode
7 Days
Call TOLL FREE
1-AOO-321-0575

F. ROOMMATE-FALL SEM.-APT.
ACROSS FROM HARSH QUAD
Only «125IMo Call 2-4773 or 2-4821
NEEDED 1 -4 F to sublease 3-bdrm
house lor summer S85 mo plus
ut>l turn S Summit Can 372-6725
or 372-3374
2 F rmtes needed Summer only
8tn St acts S70 mo plus elec Cai
Jody 372-3472 or Pan 372 3350

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 00 A.M. ■ 10:00 P.M.
1-800-438-3550

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

(furnished 2 bedroom)
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT
only $500 00 (01 the
only MOO 00 lor the
entire summer
entire summer
Houses. EHiciencies. & Rooms

CALL 352-9378

CUSTOM RACQUET STRINCING
Oirick t Guaranteed LOW PRICES'
CALL RICK 372-A03I
Expert typing
Reasonable rates

Cai 35? 7305 alter 5 pm
TYPING
dissertations papers rmsc

S'IMMER RENTALS
Houses apts smgte rooms
PHONE 352 7365

ANGELA NOEL
Congr jtulal'Ons on Imaly go"'<:
AXO' Were nappy' Love Pal Mer;
ano gang
USG MEETING TONIGHT 200 MOSELET HALL. 8:30 PM GET IN-

BALLET J TAP DANCE TEACHER
CALL VIVIENNE S DANCE STUDIO

VOLVEPm

669-3723

OAVE you realy are my FAV-ORITE person Thanks tor always man
mg me smile Love you K

Fall Semester Interships in Arts
Management: Toledo Museum ot
Art foleoo Arts Comrmsson Toledo
Symphony Some background m an
art phis course work m business
PR or simlar area motivation career interest reputed Cai Oliver
Cnamoeittm at 372-2451 COOPER
ATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

OEBO PHILLIPS Columbus WehrkGrad Here is tne personal you re
always .vanled'
Free Free Free vote registration
FREE FREE
UNION OVAL
FREE 'REE 10 4 FREE FRFt
Gel vour L ttle Se a Balloon Bouguet
They » Love it
352-6061
HAPPv 2lst Brian*
HAVE A GREAT DAY'
i LOVE YOU'
LOVE tammy
HEY BUDDY can you spare 5 mm.
utes' That s now long rt lakes to
become a 'egisiereo voler
USG MEETING TONIGHT 200 MOSELEY HALL. « 30 P.M. GET IN
VOLVED'"
Hey Janet Looking torwara to wo'"
mg with my favorite Dartenoei tonight
You Kno.v Who
DO VOU KNOW WHAT USG IS
0OING FOR YOU' FIND OUT TONIGHT MEETING 200 MOSELEY.
1:30
LORi LVNNE STU8BS
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY
LOVE VOUR CRAZY ROOMIE!
NEKT-TO-NEW SHOP Clothing.
Jewelry. Shoes A House-wares. St.
Atoyslus School Tues. 10-4 and Fri
t-7 p.m.
PETITIONS FOR USG PRES V P
AND REPRESENTATIVES AT
LARGE AVAILABLE IN ICra STU
DENT SERVICES GET INVOLVED'
PIEHEAD
SEE YOU IN CINCINNATI
BUNCHES GNYMBLYBORP
POLL WORKERS NEEDED FOR USG
ELECTIONS MAY 4 A 5. APPLY AT
40S STUDENT SERVICES.
OO YOU KNOW WHAT USG It
DOING FOR YOU' FIND OUT TONIGHT. MEETING: 200 MOSELEY

HALL, 1:30.
PREGNANT ANO UNVVElY!
Teacher with counseeng degree *
interested in helping you It you need
help or (usl someone to tat* to can

3528326

' Apt. Complexes ' Houses * Efficiencies
furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri

*i IAIJI »ntim> i,u,i un.! *.«■■ I.I txi mini

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS

T-SHIRTS
Lowest prices-Fin delivery

CeHTImor Jkm»»l-70t1

VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
wejhes to thank an the volunteers
during NATIONAL VOLUNTEER
WEEK You ve done a GREAT roo'
20% OFF all cord shorts lor guys A
gals. Ass't colors——grey, core! A
mini Jeens-N-Thlngs. 531 Ridge
St

* 2 bdrm apts

F RMTE NEEDED 82-82 SCH YR
2 BDRM FURN APT
2 FUU
BATHS DISHWASHER LOTS OF
CLOSET SPACE S COLLEGE A
6TH ST CALL KAREN 354 I 702 Or
CLAUDIA s ANDREA 372 3836

Artent-on Business Students Nation
al> known company interviewing etu
dents to* summer work program High
proM 4 jreai e«pene"ce For mler
vew appts cai 354 2139

iiiiiTwiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirrnri

PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSEi

LOW SUMMER RATES
'Houses
• t bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

HELP WANTED

Spring mlo Spring with a new style
from The Arrangement Cad now tor
your noil perm or cut
352-4101 01352-4143

NOW RENTING

nel

1 F RMTE FOR SUMMER ONLY
NICE API NEAR CAMPUS OESPA
RATE CALL ANNE 372 1 118

FEMALE GRADUATE
STUDENT
WANTED TO LOOK FOR APT WITH
SAME CALL LISA 352-6713

352 0635

Renlal Office Located At The
New Cherrywood Health Spa

835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa

Lampkght Court Apartments 995 S
Mam Ph 352-7245 Fum sludo
turn 1 bdrm and unlurn 1 bdrm
Grad students & University person

372 1939 or 37? I486

Register to vote m Wood County
K) 4 Union Oval
Ham Umv Ha»)

Preferred Properties!

SUMMER: 831 7lh Si 2 bdrm turn
apts $300 lor enure summer
SUMMER: 7 lb no Third SI
1 bdrm turn apts S350 entee summer
FAll:831 Seventh SI
2 bdrm turn apis Set up lor 4
persons Owner turn a! uN except
electricity
FALL: 719 Ttwo St
Efficiency furnished
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3»«SM

NEEDED 1 M RMTE
82 83 CALL NOW

PERSONAL

JOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

- muawHOnXMi

WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED
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FINE LINE I

never reach their peak with such a
short season.
Brett said the elimination of the
indoor season will alleviate the injury
problem from running in the Ice
Arena, where BG's indoor teams were
forced to practice. This would eliminate the grind on distance runners,

Recruiting will also be affected by
the cuts, but both coaches said they
would have to rely on BG's other
assets to attract athletes.
"The big deterrent is recruiting. It
will reduce the caliber of athletes. We
will have to offer them the University's other qualities, such as the level
of competition, the quality of education and the traditon of the University," Wright said.
"BG is in a great position with the
Optimism was fervent in the minds
University of Michigan and Eastern of the three coaches. But money does
Michigan being so close with the talk and in no way are any of the other
opportunities for indoor meets," Brett varsity sports immune from future
said. "It is not as bad a hardship as it budget cuts. The announcement came
seems, they have some qua'ity just as Brett, who also coached BG's
meets."
axed field hockey team, was looking
forward to next year.
BOTH COACHES are considering
"The team was just growing, it had
extending the outdoor season, but as a lot of potential," Brett said. "We
Set a decision has not been reached, had a super nucleus of freshmen and
rett said she feels the team would sophomores coming back."

ANY TRACK athlete participating
in indoor meets next year will have to
do so on an unattached basis. This
presents a problem since athletes
running on an unattached basis are
prohibited from qualifying for the
nationals.
"We've been a participant (in the
indoor nationals) every year since
1964, with the exception of one year,"
Wright said. "We've had considerable

LOST: small a* grey female cat * tn
out a collar Yellow eyes Lost m
vic<mly ot E Merry Si 4 8 82
Pfaae ca« 3S2-45S3 g- 352-1790.

COLLEGE I.D.
NIGHT

success attributable to the caliber of
student-athlete we've attracted."
The impact of the decision is that it
takes away a component part of a
successful track program, Wright
said, beginning with cross country
and continuing with indoor and outdoor track.
"Indoor track has never been recognized for what it is. It will be
hurting us the most in the technique
and field events. There is no opportunity to keep pace with the rest of the
conference, Wright said.
The teams may suffer from a talent
inequality with other MAC schools,
but it should not be that severe since
five other MAC schools have dropped
indoor track and only three schools in
the conference have indoor facilities.

Needed—Artists poets A musicians
tor Ms Festival May 7 interested
can Deora ai 352 29'3 or Lori 372
5385 Leave name ano number

352-5113

Summer renting close to campus 2
bdrm lurmshed S400 lor entire
summer Cai 686 4232 before 4 00
and 352-8628 after 5 00 ano on
weekends
SUMMER APT
- M
RMTES
NEEDED BLK FROM CAMPUS
CALL 354 1596
LOW SUMMER RENTAL S354 enhre
summer Located close to campus
Cat Karen 354-1537
Two one-bdrm apis aval lad 82 1
blk irom campus $190 utn mcl
Cai 353 3855 or 352 8585
2 AND 3 BDRM. APTS.
REASONABLE RATES. FOR
SUMMER A FALL. CALL 353-3855.
ROCK LEDGE MANOR Large turn
2 bdrm luxury apts 2 lul bams
dishwasher A C cable vrson evtra
closet a storage space laundry lac*
ties and storage cages Al jil turn
except elec Now leasing tor tal 850
Sixth SI at S College
BOGGSREAl ESTATE
303 t 2 S MAM ST
352-9457 J52-3841
OFFICE HOURS 113
1 A 2 bdrm apts
9 A 12 Mo leases Rates Irom S235
to S400 June a Sepi vacancies

352-6985

FOR SALE
Folk guitar PENCO model A-12
e<cel cond S190 PH 141912373148 early 7 am or alter 7pmunll 12
en
KING TRUMPET FOR SALE VERY
GOOD COND WITH 2 MUTES
S200 OR BEST OFFER 372 3058
Share m Bowbng Green based trying
bkis C182 tun IFR Cai |4 191422
9341
7 7 Otds Omega V6 53 700 Body
cond excel. Attend coeegemual
sei Beat of* 35? 0350
E Nat ado unapnone Martin—Busine excel jond new pads and
reconditionec
S200
caU 6553742
FOR SALE SANYO TURNTABLE
SEMI AUTOMATIC EXCEL COND '
FOR MORE INFO CALL 372 5975
Green ladies Scbwmn 3 speed
breeze model excellent condition
S75 Cai Frank 372 0258 day ano
evenmgs 354 1191
Yamaha Turntable w B A O Cartridge
Like new S100 Cat Fuck alter 5
352 7005
GIRLS 10 SPEEO SCHVWsN
GOOO CONDITION PRICE

NEGOTIABLE CALL 352-6790

NICE APARTMENT to sublet Aval
May I S310 mo 2 bjks from Unrv

Cai 352-6366
THURSTON APTS
AIR COND
FULLY CARPETED CABLE VISION
EFFICIENCY
LAUNDRY
FACILI
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
i FALL 451 THURSTON AVE 352
5435
824 SIXTH ST. ARTS. 2 bdrm. hilly
turn apts Now teasing lor Fall A
Summer. $450 tor entire summer
Quarter. Fall $420 a month, include heat I «.!•• CJII 352 49S6
STUDENT APARTMENTS
3 bats oil campus FALL a SUMMER
TOM 352 4671 AND 352 1800
APARTMENTS—2 BDRM
FURN A UNFURN NEAR CAMPUS
TOM 352 4671 AND 352 1800
Fum or unlurn 4 bdrm house
$500 mo A utl Avail imrned In
Crudes washer dryer
dishwasher
fireplace central air a swim pool
362 4456 3541110 alWr 5pm
APT TO SUBLET-1 BDRM COM
PORTABLE QUIET ON FOURTH 1
HIGH REASONABLE REN' CALL

352-4144
Across Irom campus 1 bdrm turn
apt Aval now summer SlSOmo
plus deposit No pels 352 4131

Cai 352 5096 alter 5pm

Summer school accommodation'
Across from Rodgers Two 2-bdrm
Large apts Special summe* rates

'73 BUCK APOLLO HATCHBACK.
SUNROOF. STEREO. VERY GOOD
CONDITION 352-3142

Across trom Kohl Hal deluxe accommodations tor 4 F students tor

Two 3 speed Raleigh sport bicycles
?6 inches 1 boy. 1 girl S100 each

79 Datsun 210 4 speed
Eicelen! condition $3 700
Cai 352 2766 alter 6 pm
FOR SAL£ 2 brown mgheeck van
Chan EC S225 CRANK-UP SUN
ROOF S45 Cai John 352 2764
1M0 BMW R—IS Verier liking.
Krauser Paaga A Irue*. 352-S343.
372-21*1 en 241

FOR RENT
APARTMENTS
3-4 students
HOUSES
7-8 Students
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
leases Ph 352-7365
APT TO SUBLET-2 bdrm
ON MANVILLE > THURSTIN
rates nago Cai Parr 354-1275

1962-63 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352 5163

3522858

1982-83 Cai 352 2858
FOR RENT 1 BDRM APT UNFURN
YOU PAY UTIL $180 MO OeooM
required CALL JOHN AT 352-2764
2 bdrm turn apts A C mcl
Summer rate $375 Also available
lor tal 352 2663
APARTMENT TO SUBLEASE
JUNE-AUGUST 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS CALL KATHY 352—165
Ouplex—Furnished lor summer A lal
For 3 Lower duplex lumrehed atarimer t in for 4 Phone 3520839
IM2-1M3
' Houses
•2 bdrm apis
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

353-AH3
ANSWER. TO MEVrOUl PUZZLE
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